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Status of World Christianity
INTR 516: Issues and Trends in Missions



Task Remaining
http://www.missionfrontiers.org/newslinks/statewe.htm

One third of earth’s
people call themselves
Christians.

One third are 
non-Christians living in
already reached people
groups.

One third are 
non-Christians living in
unreached people groups.



Population of World Religions
2000 Estimate (6,091,351,000 total population)

Buddhists 364,872,000

Hindus 794,921,000

Muslims 1,237,153,000

Non-Religious 779,084,000

Tribal Religionists 250,964,000

New Religionists 100,507,000

Christians 2,024,156,000

Atheists 146,192,000

Sikhs 23,756,000

Jews 15,228,000

Religions



Christian Population
Barrett Data, for year 2000

Africa
350,125,000

Asia
299,912,300

Europe
533,030,000

Latin America
477,177,000

North America
227,658,100

Oceania
20,219,700



Amazing Progress
http://www.missionfrontiers.org/newslinks/statewe.htm

In 1974 approximately one
half of the world's population
was beyond the reach of the
Church, living in unreached
peoples.

Today, just one third of the
world's population live in
unreached peoples beyond
the reach of the Church.



Non-Christian Deaths

Every year some 31.3 million non-Christians meet
their eternal destiny.  That translates into almost 1
every second.  During this class period, over
12,300 people around the world will die without
Christ.



Total World Births

Every year 141.6 million people are born--roughly
4.5 per second.  During this class period, almost
55,000 new children will be born.  Just under
37,000 of them will be born to non-Christian
families.



Milestone Dates
http://www.missionfrontiers.org/newslinks/statewe.htm

At the dates indicated, a comparison of 1) the number of Bible–believing Christians
and 2) the total number of people in the world: 

It took 1430 years for Bible-believing Christians to become just one percent of
world population

By AD 1430, (1%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 99 after 1430 years)
By AD 1790, (2%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 49 after 360 years)
By AD 1940, (3%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 32 after 150 years)
By AD 1960, (4%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 24 after 20 years)
By AD 1970, (5%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 19 after 10 years)
By AD 1980, (6%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 16 after 10 years)
By AD 1983, (7%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 13 after 3 years)
By AD 1986, (8%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 11 after 3 years)
By AD 1989, (9%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 10 after 3 years)
By AD 1993, (10%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 9 after 4 years)
By AD 1997, (11%) were Bible believing Christians. (One to 8 after 4 years)



Christian Potential Workforce
Barrett, IBMR, Jan.  1996
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Christian Workforce Deployment
Barrett, IBMR, Jan.  1996
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Total % of Missionary Deployment
(1996) Source: www.gem-werc.org/gd/chart01.htm
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Protestant Missionary Deployment

76,000
workers

89%

9,000
workers

11%

Protestant World
Missionaries

3.4 billion
individuals

62%

2.1 billion
individuals

38%

12,970
groups
54%

11,000
groups
46%

Individuals

People Groups

Reached Unreached



North American Mission 
Agencies

Data from Mission Handbook, 2001-2003 Edition
Wheaton: EMIS, 2001



Fully-Supported US Personnel
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Non-US Personnel
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Founding of U.S. Mission Agencies 1990-1997
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Growth in Number of U.S. Evangelical, 
Pentecostal/Charismatic and Baptist Mission Agencies
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Denominational vs "Not-Denomi national" U.S. Mission 
Agencies during the 20th Century
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Number of Full-Time Workers Deployed by U.S. Agencies
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U.S. Short Term Mission Support Personnel
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1: Trends in Missions1: Trends in Missions
n Interagency cooperation
n Technology and missiometrics
n Money matters
n Shifting of responsibilities and alliances
n Relating to the world religions
n Terrorism and missions
n Shifts in short-term vs.  long-term commitment



Interagency CooperationInteragency Cooperation

nn Crosses eastCrosses east--west west 
and northand north--south south 
boundariesboundaries

nn Doctrinal tensions of Doctrinal tensions of 
the past are less the past are less 
significant todaysignificant today

nn Philosophy of ministry Philosophy of ministry 
importantimportant

nn Recognition that no Recognition that no 
one can do it aloneone can do it alone



Technology and Missiometrics

nn Web explosion Web explosion 
changing the face of changing the face of 
missionsmissions

nn Statistical data more Statistical data more 
readily available than readily available than 
everever

nn Problem of Problem of 
“managerial “managerial 
missiology”missiology”



Money Matters
nn Money makes full Money makes full 

partnership difficultpartnership difficult
nn Golden Rule in effectGolden Rule in effect
nn Dependency an ongoing Dependency an ongoing 

problemproblem
nn Indigenous mission Indigenous mission 

financing financing 
nn Western missions and Western missions and 

today’s stock market today’s stock market 
realitiesrealities



Shifting Responsibilities/Alliances

nn Doctrinal issues not Doctrinal issues not 
on the forefronton the forefront

nn Willingness to partner Willingness to partner 
in new waysin new ways

nn Explosion of nonExplosion of non--
Western church Western church 
forces Western forces Western 
church to rethink its church to rethink its 
prioritiespriorities



Relating to the World’s Religions

nn Pluralism looms largePluralism looms large
nn InclusivismInclusivism also a problemalso a problem
nn Jihad Jihad vsvs McWorldMcWorld issuesissues
nn How far can cooperation How far can cooperation 

go?go?



Terrorism and Missions

nn Jihad as striving for Jihad as striving for 
GodGod——by means of by means of 
violenceviolence

nn Missionary response to Missionary response to 
violence through history?violence through history?

nn What role the church in What role the church in 
the West to help the West to help 
politicians respond to politicians respond to 
terrorism?terrorism?



Short- vs. Long-term Commitment

nn Explosion of shortExplosion of short--
term numbers, while term numbers, while 
long term barely hold long term barely hold 
their own (in UStheir own (in US——
large drops in large drops in 
Canada)Canada)

nn FadismFadism of shortof short--term term 
missions from local missions from local 
churcheschurches



2: What Is the Missionary 2: What Is the Missionary 
Task?Task?

n In light of 
globalization

n Incarnational mission
n Praxis
n “People-izing”
n Church planting 

movements



In Light of Globalization

nn Global village to raise Global village to raise 
a child?a child?

nn Nike in Timbuktu?Nike in Timbuktu?
nn WillowcreekWillowcreek in in 

Jakarta?Jakarta?
nn Nigerian churches in Nigerian churches in 

New York?New York?

Source: www.commoncouragepress.com/toons/makecard.cfm?ImageID=32



Incarnational MissionIncarnational Mission

nn What does it mean to What does it mean to 
“come into the “come into the 
culture?”culture?”



PraxisPraxis

nn Mission and justiceMission and justice
nn Mission and shalomMission and shalom
nn Missionary civil Missionary civil 

responsibilities when the responsibilities when the 
country is not your owncountry is not your own
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PeoplePeople--izingizing

nn Reaching Reaching 
people people 
groupsgroups

nn Using natural Using natural 
social webssocial webs



Church Planting MovementsChurch Planting Movements

nn Rapidly growing Rapidly growing 
movement of new movement of new 
churcheschurches

nn Without outside helpWithout outside help
nn Runs along natural Runs along natural 

social webssocial webs
nn Focus on house Focus on house 

fellowshipsfellowships



Controversies in Mission TheoryControversies in Mission Theory

nn Defining “mission”Defining “mission”
nn Foreign Financing of Indigenous WorkersForeign Financing of Indigenous Workers
nn HolismHolism
nn Homogenous RealitiesHomogenous Realities
nn Identificational RepentanceIdentificational Repentance
nn Spiritual Warfare and missionSpiritual Warfare and mission
nn ProselytismProselytism
nn Redemption and LiftRedemption and Lift



Defining “Mission”Defining “Mission”

nn Historical debates:Historical debates:
nn Salvation only?Salvation only?
nn Everything the Church Everything the Church 

does?does?
nn Is “mission” different Is “mission” different 

from “missions”?from “missions”?

nn Is there a “bottom Is there a “bottom 
line”?line”?



Foreign Financing of Indigenous Foreign Financing of Indigenous 
WorkersWorkers

nn Same issues as in Same issues as in 
money matters!money matters!

nn DependencyDependency
nn Responsibility on the Responsibility on the 

part of the wealthypart of the wealthy
nn Creative financing Creative financing 

schemes and optionsschemes and options



HolismHolism

nn Can we separate soul Can we separate soul 
and body?and body?

nn What if holism turns What if holism turns 
to development only?to development only?

nn Just what is ‘holism’?Just what is ‘holism’?



Homogenous RealitiesHomogenous Realities

nn Can the church gather Can the church gather 
in homogenous in homogenous 
groups?groups?

nn What What undergirdsundergirds our our 
current “people current “people 
group” thinking?group” thinking?

nn How heterogeneous How heterogeneous 
can/should the church can/should the church 
be?be?



Identificational RepentanceIdentificational Repentance
nn When one or a small group When one or a small group 

repents on behalf of a group (a repents on behalf of a group (a 
club, an ethnic group, a city, a club, an ethnic group, a city, a 
nation, a religion, etc).nation, a religion, etc).

nn Biblical precedents and Biblical precedents and 
groundrulesgroundrules??

nn Examples:Examples:
nn Christians repenting before Christians repenting before 

Muslims on the Crusade walkMuslims on the Crusade walk
nn Japanese church leaders Japanese church leaders 

repenting before Korean repenting before Korean 
church leaderschurch leaders

nn Whites repenting before people Whites repenting before people 
of colorof color



Spiritual WarfareSpiritual Warfare

nn Christians and the Christians and the 
demonicdemonic

nn Territorial Territorial 
issues/spiritsissues/spirits

nn Strategic Level Strategic Level 
Spiritual WarfareSpiritual Warfare

nn Prayer as warfare?Prayer as warfare?
nn Prayer walksPrayer walks
nn Jesus marchesJesus marches



ProselytismProselytism

nn Protestants bringing Protestants bringing 
Catholics into their Catholics into their 
churcheschurches

nn Orthodox anger Orthodox anger 
towards evangelicals/ towards evangelicals/ 
PentecostalsPentecostals

nn When is proselytism When is proselytism 
nn Justified?Justified?
nn Unjustified?Unjustified?

http://arno.r.free.fr/images/artts.jpg



Redemption and LiftRedemption and Lift

nn What social lift is seen What social lift is seen 
after a person comes after a person comes 
to Christ?to Christ?

nn How might this play How might this play 
out on the community out on the community 
or city level?or city level?



World Missions ConferencesWorld Missions Conferences

Edinburgh
1910

Liverpool
1860

London
1888

New York
1900

New York
1854

The Lead up to Edinburgh



Jerusalem 1928

Madras 1938

Lake Mohonk 1921
International Missionary Council

Stockholm 1925

Oxford 1937

Life and Work

Lausanne 1927

Edinburgh 1937

Faith and Order

Utrecht 1938

WCC Founded
Amsterdam 1948

2nd Assembly
Evanston 1954

Whitby 1947

Willingen 1952

Ghana 1958

3rd Assembly
New Delhi 1961

Edinburgh 1910
Edinburgh to New DelhiEdinburgh to New Delhi



WCC HighlightsWCC Highlights



Mexico City 1963

Bangkok 1973

San Antonio 1990

Melbourne 1980

Salvador 1996

International Missionary 
Council

Commission on World Mission 
and Evangelism

Division on World Missions and 
Evangelism

Edinburgh 1910

New Delhi 1961

Uppsala 1968

Nairobi 1975

Vancouver 1983

Canberra 1991

Harare 1998

New Delhi to HarareNew Delhi to Harare



Faith and Order

World Mission 
and Evangelism

Faith and Witness

Church and Society

Dialogue with People 
of Living Faiths and 

Ideologies

Theological Education

Renewal and 
Congregational Life

Women

Education and Renewal

Youth

Education

Churches’ Participation 
in Development

Justice and Service

Inter-Church Aid, 
Refugee and World 

Service

SODEPAX

Program to 
Combat Racism

Christian Medical 
Commission

International Affairs

World Council of Churches
WCC Organizational StructureWCC Organizational Structure



Evangelism, Social Responsibility, Evangelism, Social Responsibility, 
and Missionand Mission

Options in Evangelical MissiologyOptions in Evangelical Missiology



Social Action Part of EvangelismSocial Action Part of EvangelismJ. A. Kirk, The Good News of the Kingdom Coming

Evangelism =

Proclamation (verbal)
+

Social Responsibility 
(visual)



Mission as "Serving the Kingdom"Mission as "Serving the Kingdom"W. Shenk, “Kingdom, Mission, and Church Growth”

Mission = “serving the Kingdom of God” 
through

Being a faithful witness, calling for decision

Living in koinonia as a way of life

Following Christ in serving by identifying with 
those being served

Demonstrating the meaning of salvation by 
struggling for justice and the righteousness of God



Evangelism as the Core of MissionEvangelism as the Core of Mission

(David J. Bosch, Witness to the World, pp.  11-20)

Mission

Mission

Evangelism

Frontiers



Equal PartnersEqual Partners
J. Wallis, The Call to Conversion

Evangelism
Social Action 

and/or
Restructuring



Evangelism the Leading PartnerEvangelism the Leading Partner
J. Stott, Christian Mission in the Modern World

Evangelism
(Great Commission) Social Responsibility

(Great Commandment)



Evangelism as MissionEvangelism as Mission
Arthur Johnston, The Battle for World Evangelism

Mission=
Great Commission

(Evangelism)

Social Responsibility

(Fruit)
(Root)



Mandates being FollowedMandates being Followed
C. P. Wagner, C. P. Wagner, Church Growth and the Whole GospelChurch Growth and the Whole Gospel

Evangelistic 
Mandate

Cultural 
Mandate

A
B

D
E

C



Tensions in Missions Tensions in Missions 
StructuresStructures

Missionaries, Agencies, Mission Missionaries, Agencies, Mission 
Churches, and Mission Church Churches, and Mission Church 

AgenciesAgencies



Missionaries: Generational Issues

Founders

Boomers

Busters (GenXers)

Millennials?



Church

Agency

Agencies and ChurchesAgencies and Churches



Agency Indigenous 
Church

Agencies and Mission ChurchesAgencies and Mission Churches



Church
Indigenous 

Agency

Churches and Indigenous AgenciesChurches and Indigenous Agencies



Indigenous 
Church

Indigenous 
Agency

Indigenous Churches and AgenciesIndigenous Churches and Agencies



Indigenous 
Church

Indigenous 
Agency

Indigenous 
Missionary

Indigenous RelationshipsIndigenous Relationships



Church

Agency Indigenous 
Church

Indigenous 
Agency

Indigenous 
Missionary

Founders
Boomers
Busters 

(GenXers)
Millennials?

Overall issuesOverall issues



Short Term Missions: Short Term Missions: 
Selected Introductory IssuesSelected Introductory Issues



A Bird’s Eye ViewA Bird’s Eye View

Down-aging
Global Awareness

Experience orientation
Short-Term commitments preferred

Cultural trends

Institutional trends

challenge to "missions as usual"
Entrepreneurship encouraged
Mega Church independence

Explosion in Micro-term Mission projects

Result:



Short Term Approach in a Local ChurchShort Term Approach in a Local Church

Training/discipling
Planning and Preparation

Event/Project

Debrief
&

Ongoing involvement
Results:

Impact for Christ
Changed lives/New perspectives
ongoing interest in other cultures

Infusion of new energy and enthusiasm

Volunteers

Total Church Pool
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Building Blocks:Building Blocks:
General Trends in a Total Church “Pool”General Trends in a Total Church “Pool”

Shrinking 
Biblical 

Foundations

More 
Broken  

Background

Desire for
Experience

Risk-Free
Risk Taking

or
Testing the 

Waters

Need for 
Informed 
Decision 
Making

Independent
Individualism



Goals of TrainingGoals of Training

nn Realistic expectationsRealistic expectations
nn Adequate cultural preparationAdequate cultural preparation
nn DiscipleshipDiscipleship
nn World awarenessWorld awareness
nn Self awarenessSelf awareness
nn Greater toleration of ambiguityGreater toleration of ambiguity



Types of ShortTypes of Short--Term ProjectsTerm Projects

nn Exposure Exposure 
nn "Try Us Out""Try Us Out"
nn Construction Construction 
nn Learning/StudentLearning/Student
nn DramaDrama
nn Medical/DentalMedical/Dental
nn Professional Professional 

ServicesServices
nn TeachingTeaching

nn DiscipleshipDiscipleship
nn JusticeJustice
nn National or Global National or Global 

EventEvent
nn Prayer WalkPrayer Walk
nn Unreached Peoples Unreached Peoples 

ResearchResearch
nn CruisesCruises



Criticisms of ShortCriticisms of Short--term Missionsterm Missions

nn Unintended ConsequencesUnintended Consequences
nn Little FruitLittle Fruit
nn High CostHigh Cost
nn Distraction for longDistraction for long--term missionariesterm missionaries
nn Not real MissionariesNot real Missionaries
nn Ministry more to workers than to Ministry more to workers than to 

nationalsnationals
----Seth BarnesSeth Barnes



BenefitsBenefits
nn Globally minded ChristiansGlobally minded Christians
nn Avenue God uses to call people to longAvenue God uses to call people to long--term term 

serviceservice
nn Increases prayer for missionariesIncreases prayer for missionaries
nn Increases financial supportersIncreases financial supporters
nn Brings specialists to the field (nurse, teacher)Brings specialists to the field (nurse, teacher)
nn Gives a power boost to a missionary’s projectGives a power boost to a missionary’s project
nn Involves more people in world evangelizationInvolves more people in world evangelization

----John TuckerJohn Tucker



Gaining Perspective on Territorial Spirits  

A. Scott Moreau  

Introduction  

In North American Christian circles, the novels of Frank Peretti did not so much chart a new direction in thinking 
as they described the path many were already walking. Over the past several years as I have spoken to various 
groups on spiritual warfare, I have taken informal polls. In every group I have polled, at least one-half of the 
people have read one or more of Frank Peretti's novels This Present Darkness, Piercing the Darkness, The 
Prophet, The Oath and The Visitation. (1) His works vividly portray angels and demons in fierce battles over 
schools, towns, and whole territories. His best-selling depictions captured the imaginations of many, selling well 
in both Christian and secular markets.  

This follows the North America trend of growing cultural fascination with spirit beings, including angels. Attraction 
to the demonic among our youth was popularized with the rise of the dungeons and dragons type of fantasy 
games, now in computer game format, as well as in movies which ranged from comedy (Ghost Busters) to horror 
(The Haunting). The fascination has not been limited to the demonic; angels (and the afterlife) have also been 
the subject of movies, television specials and regular network series. Whole sections of secular bookstores have 
been given over to new titles related to the spirit realm. Web pages advertise psychic angel contacting services 
(an interesting combination of technology and spiritism which echos the rise of materialistic magic portrayed by 
C. S. Lewis in 1961 (2)) and angel paraphernalia is being widely sold as good luck charms and protective icons. 

Parallel to this development in our culture is the development in Christian and especially mission circles of a 
fascination with territorial spirits. C. Peter Wagner even goes so far as to say that in engaging territorial spirits as 
part of our ministry of setting people free to respond to the gospel we have introduced a "spiritual technology" 
which will bring the greatest power boost in the mission of the church since William Carey's started the Protestant 
missions movement at the end of the 18th century. (3) Wagner is not alone in advocating strategic level spiritual 
warfare prayer against territorial spirits as the single most important strategy we can utilize in reaching the 
unreached, (4) though he is the most commonly cited authority on the topic. 

Theological Orientation  

In a nutshell, what Wagner and others are calling "strategic-level spiritual warfare" is praying against these 
territorial spirits, seeking to "map" their strategies over given locations by discerning their names and what they 
use to keep people in bondage and then to bind them in turn so that evangelism may go unhindered. The idea of 
"spiritual mapping" is one in which people research an area and try to identify the spirit(s) who are in charge 
over it so that "smart-bomb" praying may loosen the hold of territorial spirits over the people in a territory who 
may then come to Christ more freely. (5)  

In building a theological foundation, they argue that Satan is not omnipotent or omniscient, which are attributes 
of God alone. Thus, Satan can only wield his power by delegating it to spirit helpers who work out his schemes in 
local contexts. (6) These spirit helpers are also limited, and need help in turn. The Bible gives no information as to 
how many layers this may extend. These spirit helpers must be organized in some fashion, or else chaos would 
dominate Satan's efforts to rule the world. (7)  

Advocates also note that Paul was not unaware of Satan's schemes--he knew them in order to combat them (2 
Cor. 2:11). Further, they remind us that Jesus had to bind the strong man before He could plunder the 

This essay was first published at 
http://www.gospelcom.net/lcwe/dufe/Papers/terspir.htm as part of the 
Deliver Us from Evil consultation sponsored by the Lausanne Movement 

and Association of Evangelicals for Africa. It now appears in edited form in 
Deliver Us from Evil (MARC Publications, 2002). 

Page 1 of 15Lausanne Committee for World Evangelization

3/13/03file://C:\Moreau%20notes\Courses\516\notes\terspir.htm



strongman's house. Wagner interprets: "The 'house' is the territory controlled by Satan, or his delegated spirits, 
and that territory cannot be taken unless he is bound. But once the territorial spirits are bound, the kingdom of 
God can flow into the territory and 'plunder the strong man's goods,' as it were." (8) 

Biblical examples of the types of demonic attachment are reportedly seen in people (through demonization), 
animals (e.g., the pigs in Mark 5:11-13), and idols (1 Cor. 10:20). There are several passages which appear to 
relate demons to territories. In the OT, the concept of gods of the nations exercising power in specific geographic 
localities, such as the gods of the high places (some 63 times in the NIV, including Num. 26:30; Deut. 33:29; 1 
Kings 3:2; 2 Kings 21:3; 2 Chron. 11:15; Ps. 78:58; Isa. 15:2; Jer. 7:31; Ezek. 6:6; Hos. 10:8; Amos 7:9); the 
'gods' of the hills vs 'gods' of the plains (1 Kings 20:23); the idea that gods could be established in new locations 
(2 Kings 17:29-31), and the linking in Deut 32:17 of all false gods to demons. The most commonly cited example 
is Daniel 10-11:1, in which the princes of Persia and Greece appear to be demons in charge of the respective 
geopolitical units. (9) We see other possible examples in the LXX of Deut. 32:8, which states that the nations set 
according to the number of angels of God. Finally, we note that another example given is the demons begging 
Jesus not to send them out of an area (Mark 5:10). 

More recently, the existence of territorial spirits as defined by the spiritual warfare movement has been strongly 
challenged. Perhaps the most thorough and irenic critique is provided by Chuck Lowe, who concludes: 

The evidence cited for SLSW is unconvincing. Scripture provides no support, animism is an unreliable 
guide, and the 'case study' evidence is anecdotal rather than verified. If arguments were counted 
rather than weighed, the point might be carried. But the evidence simply does not pass scrutiny. The 
absence of proof makes it easy to devise exciting hypotheses, but considerably harder to develop 
convincing ones. 
. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . .  
In the end, it is likely that tutelary spirits exist, and that they are not territorial (at least they are not 
in Scripture, or, for the most part, in animism). Probably some are angelic, and others demonic. Due 
to spotty and inconsistent evidence, it is not possible to determine how their respective jurisdictions 
are differentiated. (10) 

The Core Ideas and Strategies  

A whole new vocabulary has been coined to distinguish strategies, characters, practices, and issues related to 
territorial spirits. Before evaluating such practices associated with territorial spirits, we need to explain them. 
Wherever possible in the discussion below, we use definitions given by those advocating SLSW and engaging 
territorial spirits.  

Identificational Repentance: In its most basic form, this involves corporate repentance for corporate sins. In the 
case of sins committed by people now dead against people now dead (e.g., the slave trade), living 
representatives of the corporate sinners repent for the sin committed to representatives of those sinned against. 
Four steps are involved: 1) Identify the national sin; 2) Confess the sin corporately and ask God for forgiveness; 
3) Apply Christ's blood; and 4) Walk in obedience and repair the damage (this step may involve changing laws or 
making suitable payments to effect restitution). (11) 

Reconciliation Walk: Originated by Lynn Green of YWAM, the Reconciliation Walk was designed to incorporate the 
ideas of identificational repentance and prayer journeys (see below). Envisioning thousands of Christians tracing 
the path of the Crusades and repenting on behalf of the original Crusaders to Muslim populations,  

The aim of the Walk is to bring Christians face to face with Muslims and Jews with a simple message 
of regret and confession. It is important that the Walk is done in an attitude of reconciliation, without 
a trace of the arrogant spirit that characterised the Crusades. We must go to pray for the lands 
crossed by the Crusaders. (12) 

Levels of Spiritual Warfare: C. Peter Wagner developed an approach to spiritual warfare that involves three 
levels." (13) The first is ground-level spiritual warfare, which refers to casting demons out of believers. The second 
is occult-level spiritual warfare, which refers to "dealing with powers of darkness that are more coordinated and 
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organized than one or more demons who might happen to be afflicting a certain person at a certain time." (14) 
The third is strategic-level spiritual warfare, which  

. . . involves confrontation with the high-ranking territorial spirits which have been assigned by Satan 
to coordinate the activities of the kingdom of darkness over a certain area in order to keep the 
people's minds blinded to the "gospel of the glory of Christ" as we read in 2 Corinthians 4:3-4. (15) 

Prayer Journeys: Prayer journeys are essentially field trips to practice prayer walking and, in some cases, to 
enable better spiritual mapping. Taken as short-term mission trips, they include short visits to strategic cities or 
sections of cities within a country or continent. 

A prayer journey is a trip taken by believers into one of the 10/40 Window countries to pray for the 
lost. Team members spend extended time prayerwalking, asking God to bring the Gospel to your 
Unreached People Group. Prayer journeys focus on praying on-site for your unreached peoples and 
does not entail evangelism or mercy ministries. (16) 

Spiritual Mapping. One result of this emphasis on territorial spirits is the development of a strategy for 
evangelism known as spiritual mapping. George Otis, who coined the phrase, notes: 

Spiritual mapping ... involves ... superimposing our understanding of forces and events in the 
spiritual domain onto places and circumstances in the material world. . . . 
Spiritual mapping is a means by which we can see what is beneath the surface of the material world; 
but it is not magic. It is subjective in that it is a skill born out of a right relationship with God and a 
love for His world. It is objective in that it can be verified (or discredited) by history, sociological 
observation and God's Word. (17) 

Harold Caballeros concisely summarizes the underlying thinking: 

. . . we have learned that it is to our advantage to know who the strongman is in order to bind him 
and divide his spoils. Spiritual mapping helps us identify the strongman. In some cases, spiritual 
mapping will give us a series of characteristics that will guide us directly to the territorial prince or 
power. In other cases, we will find ourselves facing a natural person whom Satan is using. In still 
others, we will find ourselves face-to-face with a corrupt social structure. (18) 

Wagner advocates on a city-wide level that we "Work with the intercessors especially gifted and called to 
strategic-level spiritual warfare. seeking God's revelation of: (a) the redemptive gift(s) of the city; (b) Satan's 
strongholds; (c) territorial spirits assigned to the city; (d) corporate sin; (e) God's plan of attack and timing." (19) 
Finally, some emphasize a need to discover the names of the territorial spirits as part of the spiritual mapping 
process, whether through historical or religious research or by revelation through prayer. (20)  

Queen of Heaven: Perhaps the most recent development has been Wagner's emphasis on confronting the Queen 
of Heaven. Originally manifesting and receiving worship as Diana (or Artemis) or Ephesus, he advocates that the 
Queen of Heaven has taken on many forms in history around the world: she is known in Japan as the Sun 

Goddess, in Mexico as the Virgin of Guadalupe, in Nepal as Sagarmatha and in Calcutta as Cali. (21) One of her 

current disguises is that of the Virgin Mary as venerated by Roman Cathoics. (22) Ultimately, according to Wagner, 

. . . she is the demonic principality who is most responsible under Satan for keeping unbelievers in 
spiritual darkness. It could well be that more people are in Hell today because of the influence of the 
Queen of Heaven than because of any other spiritual influence. (23) 

The Queen of Heaven is also said to be "'the great harlot who sits on many waters' in Revelation 17. What are 
the 'waters'? 'The waters which you saw, where the harlot sits, are peoples, multitudes, nations, and 
tongues' (Rev. 17:15), (24) and Beelzebub (Luke 11:22) is a "high ranking principality in the order of the Queen 
of Heaven." (25) Wagner's most recent emphasis has been the Celebrate Ephesus event, an event orchestrated by 
revelation given to Wagner through several prayer and ministry partners. In it a variety of forms of SLSW against 
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the Queen of Heaven were practiced over the course of several years, (26) culminating in a four hour praise and 
worship service in the amphitheater in Ephesus which held the demonstration for Artemis described in Acts 19. 
Wagner anticipated that this series of events would break this top-level territorial spirit's stronghold on 
uncounted millions of people in the 10/40 Window and free them up for fruitful harvest. (27)  

Approaches to Confronting Territorial Spirits  

For those who assert that the concept of territorial spirits is biblical, and that we have a responsibility to work 
against their efforts, a spectrum of prayer approaches may be described. (28) 

Confronters. The more aggressive advocates promote direct and public confrontation of the identified territorial 
spirits to weaken their hold on the location and enable greater evangelization. In addition to personal prayer 
against such spirits by specially anointed individuals, they organize spiritual mapping projects, prayer journeys, 
and sometimes local praise marches or rallies as means of confrontation. 

Moderates. The more moderate emphasize unity of local leadership, centrality of prayer, and priority of dealing 
with strongholds within the church as preconditions for aggressive prayer against the strongholds. 

Conservatives. Though acknowledging that there is strong scriptural evidence of territorial spirits, they maintain 
that we do not see in scripture or church history specific SLSW encounters of the type being described today. 
They advocate an approach closer to truth encounter in which the local body of Christ manifests repentance and 
reconciliation in a way that speaks destruction to the powers of darkness, modeled on Paul's letter to the 
Ephesians. 

Response: Points of Appreciation  

Several points of appreciation for those who advocate SLSW are worthy of note. (29) First, SLSW and the 
emphasis on territorial spirits take Satan and the powers more seriously than traditional Western approaches. (30) 
If nothing else, they focus on the power of prayer rather than planning and strategy, and the strategic focuses 
are not built on finding new ways to generate decisions but on dealing with the demonic. This is a healthy 
corrective for Western missiology which tends to be too managerial in its orientation.  

Second, because of the focus on the spiritual, advocates of SLSW recognize that divisiveness weakens prayer and 
as a result stress the unity of the church in fulfilling its mission. They seek cooperation rather than competition.  

Third, there can be no doubt that SLSW advocates focus on the ultimate goal of saving the lost. Many of the 
proponents emphasize that the ultimate goal is not casting down spirits, but bringing the lost to Christ.  

Fourth, another helpful feature is the recognition of evil spiritual dimension of culture. All cultures have elements 
which together work as domination systems which entrap people and keep them blinded to spiritual realities. 

Fifth, one of the emphases of those engaged in this type of ministry is to discern areas in which the church needs 
to repent. Often this comes together with the call for a public gathering to express corporate repentance. 
Certainly this is a positive action which unleashes the power of God to work powerfully in a location or people, 
and one in which we should be delighted to participate.  

Sixth, and finally, there is generally an explicit recognition that this concept/strategy is new and pioneering, 
rather than proven. Advocates see themselves in some respects as experimenters who are following God's 
leading rather than sensationalists who simply want to make names for themselves.  

Response: Points of Disagreement  

First, whatever our conclusion as to whether or not spirits are assigned territories, perhaps the biggest obstacle 
to SLSW is that the fundamental strategy is not found biblically or in church history, at least not without some 
serious stretching of the accounts. (31)  
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Second, the emphasis on discerning and naming demons before we can have power over them is approaching a 
form of Christian animism (as Paul notes in Eph. 1:18, we have power over any name that can be named). Tom 
White points out: 

The same angelic beings that tempted Israel tempt us today and even use the same tactics. There is 
nothing new under the sun. These demons may merely change their names and create a new 'front of 
operation' suitable to modern sophistication. And I do not believe that learning the name of a ruling 
Spirit (sic) is necessary to overcome its influence. Seeking to know names is a speculative and 
slippery matter. (32) 

The requirement to find the name of territorial spirits is dangerously close to what could be called Christian 
magic. (33) The idea of needing the names to have power over spirits is found in magical thinking around the 
world. An Indian friend of mine who has long been involved in spiritual warfare on a personal and corporate level 
has told me that one of the most difficult problems he faces in sharing the claims of Christ with his Hindu friends 
has come after they see well-intentioned Christians engaging in what they believe to be simple magical practices. 
As they observe teams of Christians on short-term prayer walking mission trips, Hindus conclude that Christianity 
is no different than Hinduism in approaching. They see Christians engaged in practices that are familiar to them 
as magical ceremonies, and as a result feel that Christianity has nothing new to offer. In my friend's case, this 
type of warfare prayer has been more damaging to the ministry than helpful! 

The concept of "discerning" the names and the functions will always be subjective at best. The model Scripture 
provides is that demons do indeed have names or designations, but knowing those names does not appear 
necessary for expulsion (Acts 16:18). Additionally, Scripture urges caution in approaching the spirit realm and 
the extent of our authority as granted in Christ is debated in the area of territorial spirits. (34)  

Third, the orientation towards prayer as smart bombs vs scud missiles borrows too heavily on what Walter Wink 
explored as the myth of redemptive violence that pervades human cultures. (35) Prayer was not intended to be a 
vehicle of violence, but a means of fellowship, growth, and strength. One danger of an attitude of "spiritual 
violence" is that we may become the very thing we are fighting against! White, one of the more cautious 
advocates, comments: 

The primary activity envisioned in strategic warfare is intercession before the throne of God, not 
interaction with fallen principalities. We are not called to wield laser beams of biblical authority to 
destroy heavenly strongholds. We are called to destroy in the lives of people (Christian and non-
Christian) 'strongholds ... arguments and every pretension that sets itself up against the knowledge 
of God' (2 Cor. 10:4, 5). We are called to faithfully reflect the glory of Jesus Christ through our 
obedience to his commands. (36) 

Fourth, as important as informed prayer is, seeking information about the spirit realm as a means of overcoming 
them or gaining special knowledge does not appear to be portrayed as necessary (or even significant) in 
Scripture. Indeed, the majority of the warnings against the occult in the Bible focus on unwarranted explorations 
into the spiritual realms for knowledge or power.  

Fifth, ultimately a focus on this strategy as the key to effective evangelization demeans the Scriptures: if this 
strategy is so significant, then why is it not found in the Bible? Additionally, support for the advocacy has tended 
to come through eisegetical reading into biblical texts the meanings that advocates of SLSW want. (37) For 

example, "rulers" and "authorities" (NIV) in Eph. 6:12 perhaps indicates territorial spirits, (38) but Paul's 
statement is more of an ontological aside than advocacy of warfare directly against such spirits. Further, the 
statement comes in the context of the Christian's daily struggle, (39) not the church's SLSW strategy. Additionally 
passages such as Ephesians 3:10 cannot be used as a mandate for proclaiming the gospel to the powers (the 
verb is passive; the existence of the church is the issue, not the action of the church). (40)  

Sixth, another possible danger is that we detach demons from people, which de-emphasizes our own 
participation in the rebellion against God. In concentrating on finding out the various forms of territorial demonic 
attachments and focusing our attention on them, we ignore the fact that all too often the enemy is us. Some 
explore this reality, (41) but by and large the enemy is externalized, enabling us to avoid responsibility for our sin. 
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If the enemy is both inside (e.g., we need to repent) and outside, methodologies that ignore the inside are 
doomed to failure in the long run. White again has a pertinent question: 

How can we know if the negative influence in a given spiritual environment originates primarily from 
the heavenlies downward or from the corrupt leaders hearts of men outward? Before we plunge into 
projects designed to weaken 'territorial spirits' (we hope to be agents of positive change for the 
populace) we must consider the possibility that the greater bondage may rest with the wickedness of 
human hearts. (42) 

Finally, the idea of serving notice, evicting and binding spirits over territories does not have biblical warrant, (43) 

and there is too much emphasis is on a "bottom line" of technique and effectiveness. (44) How can we serve 
notice to a spirit over a territory if the people themselves continue to invite control by the way they live? Perhaps 
the idea that they cannot change until the power of the ruling spirit is broken has merit, but . . .  

Response: Some Suggestions for Refinement  

The first suggestion for refinement in this area is that we must be more cautious in the use of exaggerated claims 
and anecdotes as the means by which SLSW is established. We must be careful in analyzing the success stories 
given in the literature not to confuse coincidence with causation. (45) While there may be reports of crime rated 
declining over a period coinciding with a particular prayer struggle, this does not prove that it was the struggle 
itself that resulted in the decline. (46) For example, one often quoted example is that of the border town 
straddling Brazil and Uruguay in which people are responsive to the Gospel on one side of the street (in Brazil) 
and unresponsive on the other (in Uruguay). This is attributed to the power and influence of territorial spirits. (47) 
When Priest, Campbell, and Mullen tracked down the story, however, they discovered that the missionary from 
whom it originated did not even remember the name of the town and his impressions came from one afternoon 
of witnessing during a four month evangelistic trip in 1947! (48) 

A second suggestion is that advocates of SLSW emphasize spiritual diagnosis over spiritual mapping, and be 
more cautious in their pronouncements. We must enable Christians to develop a world view that acknowledges 
the powers without capitulating to them or being captivated by an unhealthy interest in them. Paul's approach 
was to give Satan and demons what might be called a selectively appropriate inattention. The best means for 
doing that is to keep our attention on God's sovereign control, and to use His sovereignty as a lens through which 
we examine demonic activities. Surely this is a significant theme in Ephesians, as Paul notes Christ's authority 
over any name that can be named in any age (1:21) and prays that the Ephesians would be filled with God's 
power not to confront demons but to know the depths of God's love for them (3:14-21)! Along these lines, we 
should find appropriate ways to stress more strongly the need for discipleship than just warfare. Additionally, we 
must not overlook the need to die to the powers rather than follow the desire to overcome them, as Wink notes:  

One does not become free from the Powers by defeating them in a frontal attack. Rather, one dies to 
their control. Here also the cross is the model: we are liberated, not be striking back at what enslaves 
us--for even striking back reveals that we are still determined by its violent ethos--but by dying out 
from under its jurisdiction and command. (49) 

We need to die not only to our privatized egos, but to the outer network of social beliefs also. In self-denial, the 
task is not a conquest of ego by ego, but ego-surrender to God's redemptive initiative. In the social arena, the 
task is not one social structure conquering another social structure, but the human beings who inhabit the social 
structures surrendering those structures to God's redemptive initiatives. 

Finally, our goal must be to integrate the spiritual, the personal, the cultural, and the social and to stop placing 
all the blame on the spirits and start recognizing the human side of choice to rebel against God's established 
order. 

A Starting Point for Ongoing Discussion 

I close with an excellent eight-point summary given by Clinton Arnold which I would consider an appropriate 
starting point for a Lausanne statement on engaging territorial spirits in spiritual warfare: 
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1. There is a hierarchy among the demons and angels in the evil spiritual domain. Some evil angels have 
assignments over empires, people groups, countries, regions, territories, or cities. 

2. There is struggle and warfare between the angels of God and the angels of Satan in the supernatural realm 
that has an impact on the unfolding of events on earth. 

3. Through biblical revelation, God has heightened our awareness of the angelic realm. The knowledge he has 
given us is for the purpose of prompting our dependence on him through prayer. 

4. Although God has given us the responsibility of exercising our authority in Christ over unclean spirits that 
afflict individuals, there is no biblical evidence that God has given us responsibility to bind, expel, or thwart the 
territorial rulers. 

5. Although we do not have the authority to directly engage territorial spirits, we certainly have the right to 
appeal to God to hinder and obstruct the grip of a demonic ruler over an area so that the gospel can be 
proclaimed and the darkness may be lifted from the eyes of the unbelieving. 

6. "Spiritual mapping," or, as I would prefer to call it, creating a "spiritual profile" of people in a city or country, is 
a useful way to help the people of God pray more specifically. It is also beneficial for informing the teaching and 
discipling of new believers. 

7. "Identificational repentance" is an appropriate way of leading the people of God in dealing with issues of 
corporate sin. It does not, however, enable Christians to "remit" the sins of the nonbelieving population of a city, 
remove the curse of God's judgment on them, or result in the weakening of the grip of the territorial spirits over 
the unbelieving population. 

8. Christians do not need to feel a responsibility or a call to engage in a direct confrontation with the principalities 
and powers over a city, region, or a country We appeal directly to God, who will direct his angels to fight the 
battles against the high-ranking powers. (50) 
 

Appendix A:  

New Testament Vocabulary for Spirits  

Term  Occurrences Passages  
Principalities  
Powers

9 Acts 10:8; Rom. 8:38-39; 1 Cor. 15:24; Eph. 1:21; 3:10; 6:12; Col. 1:16; 
2:10, 15

Dominions, 
Thrones, Names

4 Eph. 1:21; Col. 1:16; 2 Pet. 2:10; Jude 1:8

Princes 3 John 12:31; 1 Cor. 2:8; Eph. 2:2

Lords, Gods 3 1 Cor. 8:5; 2 Cor. 4:4; Gal. 4:8

Angels 10? Mat. 25:41; Rom. 8:38?; 1 Cor. 4:9?; 6:3?; 2 Cor. 12:7; Col. 2:18; 2 Pet. 
2:4; Jude 1:6; Rev. 9:11; 12:7

Demon 1 Matt. 8:31 

Demon 60 Matt (10), Mark (12), Luke (22), John (6), Acts (1), Paul (5), Jas (1), Rev. 
(3)

Demonic 1 James 3:15

Spirit 18 Matt 8:16; Mark 9:20; Luke 9:39; 10:20; 24:37; Acts 16:18; 23:8, 9; 1 
Cor. 2:12; 2 Cor. 11:4; Eph. 2:2; 1 Tim. 4:1; 2 Tim. 1:7?; 1 John 4:1, 2, 3, 
6?

Unclean spirt 21 Matt. 10:1; 12:43; Mark 1:23; 26, 26; 3:11; 5:2, 8; 6:7; 7:25; 9:25; Luke 
4:35; 6:18; 8:29; 9:42; 11:24; Acts 5:16; 8:7; Rev. 16:3; 18:2
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Growth of the Majority World ChurchGrowth of the Majority World Church
(Barrett data for year 2000)(Barrett data for year 2000)

Christians in 1900

15.6%
Majority world Christians

Western Christians84.4%

Christians in 2000

70.7%

29.3%



Types of TheologyTypes of Theology

Oral theologies

Old Testament
Pentateuch
Wisdom Literature
Prophets
Historical Books

New Testament
Synoptic Gospels
Johannine Epistles
Acts
Epistles
Pauline
Petrine
James
Hebrews

Biblical Theologies

Historical 
Theologies

Praxis Oriented 
Theologies

Theism
The nature and attributes of God
Evidences for the existence of God
The doctrine of the Trinity
The works of God: Creation
The decrees of God, providence, miracle

Revelation, the inspiriation of the Bible
Biblical anthropology

Humanity in the image of God
People as sinners--the fall
People as sinners--resulta and implications of the fall
The origin and antiquity of humanity
Human life in this age

Soteriology
Christology
The atonement
Application of the atonement

The church and the sacraments
Eschatology
What is eschatology?
The intermediate state
The resurrection of the body
The future kingdom of Christ

Systematic Theologies

Experiential 

Theologies

Contextually 
Driven 

TheologiesNarrative Theologies



nn The reality of povertyThe reality of poverty
nn Experience of colonialism and economic Experience of colonialism and economic 

dependencedependence
nn Political realitiesPolitical realities
nn Ideological strugglesIdeological struggles
nn Basic needs: physical, spiritual, Basic needs: physical, spiritual, 

psychologicalpsychological

Contextual CommonalitiesContextual Commonalities



nn Theology from the underside of lifeTheology from the underside of life
nn Theological bondage to the WestTheological bondage to the West
nn Tools of social science as important Tools of social science as important 

elements in theological development and elements in theological development and 
reflectionreflection

nn Majority world theologians have been both Majority world theologians have been both 
victims and oppressorsvictims and oppressors

nn Most recent trend: explosion of Most recent trend: explosion of 
PentecostalismPentecostalism

Theological CommonalitiesTheological Commonalities



nn Intentionally contextual: deep appreciation of Intentionally contextual: deep appreciation of 
cultural, social, and historical dimensionscultural, social, and historical dimensions

nn Intentionally occasional (limited in time and Intentionally occasional (limited in time and 
place)place)

nn Awareness of missiological nature of all theologyAwareness of missiological nature of all theology
nn WhoWho interprets is just as important as interprets is just as important as howhow

interpretation takes placeinterpretation takes place
nn The questions of nonThe questions of non--Christian religions cannot Christian religions cannot 

be overlookedbe overlooked

Emerging AgendasEmerging Agendas



Missionary BurnoutMissionary Burnout



DefinitionsDefinitions

nn Brownout: The state of operating on "low Brownout: The state of operating on "low 
voltage" (feeling that the energy just isn't voltage" (feeling that the energy just isn't 
there, but not a total collapse).there, but not a total collapse).

nn Burnout: The state of being exhausted Burnout: The state of being exhausted 
from overexertion over an extended from overexertion over an extended 
period of timeperiod of time----like a rocket engine which like a rocket engine which 
has used up all of its fuel.has used up all of its fuel.

(Majory Foyle, EMQ, July 1985, pp. 262-70)



Elijah: Elijah: 
From Victory to Depression (1 Kings 19)From Victory to Depression (1 Kings 19)

1 Kings 19:4: But he himself went a day’s 1 Kings 19:4: But he himself went a day’s 
journey into the wilderness, and came and journey into the wilderness, and came and 
sat down under a solitary broom tree.  He sat down under a solitary broom tree.  He 
asked that he might die, “It is enough; asked that he might die, “It is enough; 
now, O LORD, take away my life, for I am now, O LORD, take away my life, for I am 
no better than my ancestors.”no better than my ancestors.”



Conflict in Attrition:Conflict in Attrition:
Why Our Missionary QuitWhy Our Missionary Quit

25% of all missionary attrition has conflict roots 25% of all missionary attrition has conflict roots 
nn 8.2% personal concerns (problems related to low self8.2% personal concerns (problems related to low self--

esteem, dealing with stress, anger, unrealistic esteem, dealing with stress, anger, unrealistic 
expectations, singleness, loneliness, immature spiritual expectations, singleness, loneliness, immature spiritual 
life, etc.)life, etc.)

nn 5.9% problems with peers (relationship problems with 5.9% problems with peers (relationship problems with 
mission field leaders or fellow missionaries)mission field leaders or fellow missionaries)

nn 4.7% disagreements with sending agency (over policy, 4.7% disagreements with sending agency (over policy, 
authority, etc.) authority, etc.) 

nn 3.3% marriage/family conflict3.3% marriage/family conflict
nn 2.9% problems with local leaders (relationship problems 2.9% problems with local leaders (relationship problems 

with local church leaders or other local colleagues)with local church leaders or other local colleagues)



nn Life is like trying to work through cotton Life is like trying to work through cotton 
woolwool

nn Like trying to function while carrying Like trying to function while carrying 
heavy suitcasesheavy suitcases

nn Inner deadness and exhaustionInner deadness and exhaustion
nn Loss of purpose, drive and energyLoss of purpose, drive and energy

Recognizing BurnoutRecognizing Burnout



Sources of Missionary Stress:Sources of Missionary Stress:
Schubert, “What Missionaries Need to Know,” p. 10Schubert, “What Missionaries Need to Know,” p. 10

nn Separations, Separations, rootlessnessrootlessness, transitions, transitions
nn Cultural stressesCultural stresses
nn Physical stresses and risksPhysical stresses and risks
nn Spiritual warfareSpiritual warfare
nn Interpersonal relationshipsInterpersonal relationships
nn Administrative and organizational issuesAdministrative and organizational issues
nn Emotional bruising and old baggageEmotional bruising and old baggage



nn Carelessness about our personal health Carelessness about our personal health 
nn Ignoring our body signals, Ignoring our body signals, 
nn Working through illnesses, Working through illnesses, 
nn Not getting restNot getting rest

nn Ignoring the limitations on our own Ignoring the limitations on our own 
physical resources physical resources 
nn Needs for sleep, food, water, exercise, Needs for sleep, food, water, exercise, 

recreation recreation 
nn Recovery from exertionRecovery from exertion

Causes of BurnoutCauses of Burnout



nn WorkWork--related stress related stress 
nn WorkaholismWorkaholism; ; 
nn Not saying “No”; Not saying “No”; 
nn Naively presuming on the Spirit’s intervention; Naively presuming on the Spirit’s intervention; 
nn Being over your head for too long; Being over your head for too long; 
nn Personal and organization expectations out of Personal and organization expectations out of 

line with realityline with reality

nn Excess baggage of negative emotionsExcess baggage of negative emotions

Causes of Burnout 2Causes of Burnout 2



Preventing BurnoutPreventing Burnout
Schubert, “What Missionaries Need to Know,” p. 50Schubert, “What Missionaries Need to Know,” p. 50

nn Learning to off load emotionallyLearning to off load emotionally
nn Learning to say "No"Learning to say "No"
nn Be alert to desperate feelings and understand their Be alert to desperate feelings and understand their 

implicationsimplications
nn Eat a regular and balanced dietEat a regular and balanced diet
nn Make time for meaningful relationships and fellowshipMake time for meaningful relationships and fellowship
nn Exercise regularlyExercise regularly
nn Maintain a devotional lifeMaintain a devotional life
nn Pay attention to sleep needsPay attention to sleep needs
nn Maintain a regular Maintain a regular sabbathsabbath (rest)(rest)



Advancing Mission through Advancing Mission through 
Electronic Information ResourcesElectronic Information Resources



What is the “Infobahn”What is the “Infobahn”

nn Linked, deLinked, de--centralized computer systemcentralized computer system
nn No single computer “in charge”No single computer “in charge”
nn World wide in scope; continuously growingWorld wide in scope; continuously growing
nn A variety of formats and servicesA variety of formats and services

nn Web pagesWeb pages
nn EE--mailmail
nn Transfer of filesTransfer of files
nn News groupsNews groups
nn Discussion groups (chat rooms, Discussion groups (chat rooms, MUDsMUDs, , MOOsMOOs, . . .), . . .)
nn Virtual reality domains (games, etc.)Virtual reality domains (games, etc.)



DirectoriesDirectories

nn Organized topically, directories give you Organized topically, directories give you 
access to pages which the organizer feels access to pages which the organizer feels 
are the best available.are the best available.

nn Major directories include Yahoo, Netscape, Major directories include Yahoo, Netscape, 
AltaVista, Snap, Microsoft NetworkAltaVista, Snap, Microsoft Network

nn Christian directories include GCN, Christian directories include GCN, 
Christianity.NetChristianity.Net, Great Commission, etc., Great Commission, etc.



Directories





Search Engines





























Missions StrategiesMissions Strategies



nn An overall approach or plan to accomplish An overall approach or plan to accomplish 
an objective. an objective. 

nn It essentially explains the general thrust of It essentially explains the general thrust of 
how the components of a vision and how the components of a vision and 
mission will be accomplished:mission will be accomplished:
nn A particular vision (what an organization is or A particular vision (what an organization is or 

wants to be) and wants to be) and 
nn Mission (what the organization needs to do to Mission (what the organization needs to do to 

be what it wants to be) be what it wants to be) 

What Is a “Strategy”?What Is a “Strategy”?



nn When they had passed through When they had passed through AmphipolisAmphipolis and and 
ApolloniaApollonia, they came to Thessalonica, where , they came to Thessalonica, where 
there was a Jewish synagogue.  As his custom there was a Jewish synagogue.  As his custom 
was, Paul went into the synagogue, and on was, Paul went into the synagogue, and on 
three Sabbath days he reasoned with them from three Sabbath days he reasoned with them from 
the Scriptures, explaining and proving that the the Scriptures, explaining and proving that the 
Christ had to suffer and rise from the dead. Christ had to suffer and rise from the dead. 
"This Jesus I am proclaiming to you is the "This Jesus I am proclaiming to you is the 
Christ," he said.Christ," he said.

Acts 17:1Acts 17:1--33

Is “Strategy” a Biblical Concept?Is “Strategy” a Biblical Concept?



nn Standard solution (this is the way we have Standard solution (this is the way we have 
always done it; it is universally applicable)always done it; it is universally applicable)

nn Being in the way (being so tuned to the Spirit Being in the way (being so tuned to the Spirit 
that no planning is necessary; just follow the that no planning is necessary; just follow the 
Spirit’s leadings as they come)Spirit’s leadings as they come)

nn Unique solution (each new circumstance Unique solution (each new circumstance 
requires a rethinking and the development of requires a rethinking and the development of 
new strategies built on historical precedents)new strategies built on historical precedents)

Types of StrategiesTypes of Strategies



nn Monastic strategiesMonastic strategies
nn Middle age strategiesMiddle age strategies
nn Colonial strategiesColonial strategies
nn Contemporary strategiesContemporary strategies

Historical Sketch of Mission Historical Sketch of Mission 
StrategiesStrategies



Strategies in the Missionary TaskStrategies in the Missionary Task

nn 10/40 Window10/40 Window
nn AdoptAdopt--aa--peoplepeople
nn Crusade EvangelismCrusade Evangelism
nn Discipling a Whole NationDiscipling a Whole Nation
nn House Church MovementHouse Church Movement
nn IndigenizationIndigenization
nn Indigenous ChurchesIndigenous Churches
nn Internet MissionInternet Mission

nn Itinerant MissionItinerant Mission
nn Jesus FilmJesus Film
nn Marches for JesusMarches for Jesus
nn Mass MediaMass Media
nn Church PlantingChurch Planting
nn Team MissionTeam Mission
nn TechnologyTechnology
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